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1) Which of the following is  capital of Afghanistan ? 

1.Brussels 

2.Kabul 

3.Afghani 

4.Baku 

5.None of these 

 

2)  Dinar is the currency of which of the following countries ? 

1.Bahrain 

2.Brazil 

3.Bhutan 

4.Georgia 

5.None of these 

 

3)  Which of the following is currency of Brunei ? 

1.Dirham 

2.Dinar 

3.Dollar 

4.Riyal 

5.None of these 

 

4)  Dhaka is capital of which of the following country ? 

1.Nepal 

2.Pakistan 

3.Bhutan 

4.Bangladesh 

5.None of these 

 

5)  Which of the following is currency of Bhutan ? 

1.Rupee 

2.Pula 

3.Dollar 



4.Ngultrum 

5.None of these 

 

6)  Phnom Penh is the capital of which of the following country ? 

1.Denmark 

2.Canada 

3.Cambodia 

4.Cuba 

5.None of these 

7)  Euro is the currency of which of the following country ? 

1.Colombia 

2.Cyprus 

3.Chile 

4.Canada 

5.None of these 

 

8)  Which of the following is capital of Georgia ? 

1.Tbilisi 

2.Thimph 

3.Tehran 

4.Riga 

5.None of these 

 

9)  Indonesia’s currency is ………………… 

1.Rial 

2.Dollar 

3.Rupee 

4.Yen 

5.None of these 

 

10)  Capital city of Israel is ………………. 
1.Tehran 

2.Jerusalem 

3.Baghdad 



4.Astana 

5.None of these 

 

11)What do you call the study of flags?  

 
Bunting  

Heraldry  

Flagology 

Vexillology 

 

12)What connects the flags of Chad and Romania?  

They were both designed by the same artist  

They were adopted in the same year  

They look almost exactly the same  

They both feature a unique colour, known as "belushi blue"  

13)Which country’s flag has the phrase "ordem e progresso" (order and 

progress) written on it?  

Belize  

Brazil  

Russia  

Laos  

14)Which weapon will you find on the flag for Mozambique?  

A machete  

A cannon  

An AK47  

A spear  



15)Which is the only country in the world to have a flag with more than 

four sides?  

Mongolia  

El Salvador  

Tonga  

Nepal  

16)Which of these countries has the largest number of Spanish native 

speakers?  

Spain  

Colombia  

USA  

Mexico  

17)In which of these countries is French not an official language?  

Canada  

Spain  

Madagascar  

Italy  

18)Roughly, how many languages are spoken across Europe?  

30  

175  

225  

325  

19)…And around the entire world?  
300-400  

1000-3000  

4000-5000  

6000-7000  

20)Which of these language groups is not European?  

Romance  

Semitic  

Germanic  



Slavic  

21)Which of these languages has the largest number of native speakers?  

Spanish  

Hindi  

Mandarin Chinese  

English  

22)"Kikusikitishacho" is the longest word in which language?  

Swahili  

Afrikaans  

Igbo  

Malay  

23)Did you know that German is the most widely spoken first language 

in the European Union? How many people speak German across the 

EU?  

200 million  

90 million  

50 million  

25 million  

 

24)Which of the following is  currency of Japan ? 

1.Euro 

2.Yen 

3.Dollar 

4.Dinar 

5.None of these 

 

25)Astana is the capital city of ……………. 
1.Korea 

2.Kyrgyzstan 

3.Kuwait 

4.Kazakhstan 

5.None of these 

 



26)Which of the following is currency of Lebanon? 

1.Pound 

2.Dinar 

3.Euro 

4.Peso 

5.None of these 

 

27)Rufiyaa is the currency of which of the following country ? 

1.Myanmar 

2.Mangolia 

3.Maldives 

4.Nepal 

5.None of these 

 

28)Hanoi is the capital city of which of the following country ? 

1.Yemen 

2.Vietnam 

3.Vatican City 

4.Zimbabwe 

5.None of these 

 

29)Which of the following is currency of UAE(United Kingdom of 

Emirates) ? 

1.Euro 

2.Dinar 

3.Dollar 

4.Dirham 

5.None of these 

 

30)Which of the following is  capital city ofUzbekistan ? 

1.Tashkent 

2.Sana 

3.Ashgabat 

4.Dushanbe 

5.None of these 



 

31)Thailand currency is ………………………. 
1.Peso 

2.Dollar 

3.Baht 

4.Rupee 

5.None of these 

 

32)Which of the following is  capital city of Kuwait ? 

1.Tehran 

2.Abu dhabi 

3.Kuwait City 

4.Jakarta 

5.None of these 

 

33)……………….. is the currency of Syria 

1.Rupee 

2.Pound 

3.Peso 

4.Lira 

5.None of these 

 

34) How many languages are said to be there in the world? (Estimated) 

(a) Less than 3000 

(b) 4000 

(c) 5000 

(d) More than 6000 

 

35) How many cases do the following languages have? 

(a) Finnish - Something near 15 

(b) Hindi - 8 

(c) Spanish - 0 

(d) German - something near 4 

(e) Russian - 6 

(f) Hungarian - More than 30 



 

36) What are the languages used in the United Nations? 

English, Spanish, Arabic, Russian, Chinese, French  

 

37) What is the name of the dialect of the following languages? 

(a) English (UK) - British English  

(b) English (USA) - American English 

(c) Spanish (Spain) - Castilian Spanish 

 

38) Which script(s) is used to write the following languages? 

(a) Japanese - Well known as Kana, there are three types: Hiragana, 

Katakana, Kanji. 

(b) Hindi - Devanagari 

(c) Vietnamese - Latin (with tonal marks) 

(d) Bengali – Bangla 

 

39) Guess these languages 

(a) C'est un langue - French 

(b) Dette er et sprog - Danish 

(c) Mae hon yn iaith -Welsh 

(d) Iki basa – Javanese 

 

40) Which of these languages are more similar to Spanish? 

(a) German 

(b) Portuguese 

(c) French - Apparently this answer is also somewhat correct 

(d) Danish 

(e) Czech 

 
 


